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Background: The clinical assessment (CA) has low accuracy to define the clinical-hemodynamic conditions (CHC) of patients (pts) with acute 
heart failure (AHF). Hemodynamic parameters of impedance cardiography (ICG) shows correlation with invasive and noninvasive hemodynamic 
assessment. The objectives of this study were to evaluate the capacity of the ICG to predicted CHC and to determine the correlation of hemodynamic 
parameters of ICG with BNP in pts with AHF.
Methods: Coorte prospective study. 200 pts with AHF in the emergency room were evaluated to routine CA through the analysis of signs and 
symptoms of systemic and pulmonary congestion (PC), low cardiac output (LCO), estimation of systemic vascular resistance (SVR), cardiac index (CI), 
pulmonary congestion by chest X-ray and BNP test. All pts were underwent to ICG. Statistical analysis: Fischer test, chi-square, Mann-Whitney, ROC 
curve. Considered significant values p <0.05.
Results: We observed 50% disagreement between the CA and ICG in CHC (p = 0001), with significant difference in the diagnosis of LCO (12.8% vs 
37.8%, p = 0,01), PC (50% vs 74.4%, p <0.0001) and without difference in the diagnosis of systemic congestion (75.8% vs 74.4%, p = 0.7). The CA 
overestimated the diagnosis of high SVR compared with ICG (83% vs 68%, p = 0,002) and underestimated CI <2l /m (13.9% vs 37.8%, p <0.0001). 
ICG showed significant difference when compared with chest X-ray in the diagnosis of PC (74.4% vs 57.5%, p = 0,001). Pts with PC by ICG showed 
higher levels of BNP than pts without PC (835pg/ml vs 330pg/ml, p <0.0001). We observed a strong correlation of BNP>200pg/ml with thoracic 
fluid content index (TFCi)> 18 (AUC: 0.9, sens.: 84%, esp.: 89%; LR +: 7, 28, LR-: 0.19, p = 0.0001). No significant correlations were found between 
ICG ventricular function parameters and BNP.
Conclusions: The hemodynamic assessment of AHF pts by ICG was superior than CA in the diagnosis of lung congestion and low cardiac output 
condition. The chest X-ray had lower capacity than ICG in the diagnosis of PC. The value of TFCi> 18 was a strong preditor of BNP> 200pg/ml for the 
diagnosis of pulmonary congestion in AHFpts.
